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Has History a Direction
PhilosophicalPrinciplesand ObjectiveInterpretations
Eoo!, OraJPresentatinn,Replyto Queria, and Comrnentar!

The problem of the direction of history is a counterpartof the problem
of the objectiviryof philosophy.The relevanceof historicalaccountsto
what actuallyhappeneddependson the relevanceof philosophicalformulationsto what is acnrallythe case.The question,What happened
may be distinguishedfrom the question,What must happenl and then
poetry which setsforth what might happen,is more universaland philosophical than history; or the questions may coincide, and then the
inadequaciesand partialities of original history and reflective history
and rationalitiesof philosophica
find their completionin the necessities
Aristode
and Hegel, however, is a difhistory. The differencebetween
ferenceof philosophicmethods;it is not resolvedby appealto the facts
of history or to the narrativesof historians.Different kinds of history
are determinedby different philosophic principles,and the appealto
'facts' and data in support of philosophic 'concepts'and conclusion
doesnot provide independentconfrmation, sincethe history is alread
homogeneouswith the philosophy. Hegel and Croce can argue that
history is the accountof the developmentof freedom.Other philosopherscan argueno lessplausiblythat history is the accountof the acof power; or that it is an accountof the
cumulationsand successions
conflictsand oppositionsof freedomand power; or that it is an accoun
of the interpenetrationand transformationof the two. The difference
arenot differencesof direction to the sameor differentgoals,for 'freewhich give mean
dom' and'power'have differentphilosophicanalyses
ings to four views of freedom and which find support in four histories.
Reprinted fromLa mmptehersitnfu I'hiotire: Entaieu deJervsal+w(4-8 oxril 1965),
ed. Nathan Rotensueich(ferusalem:The IsraelAcademyof Sciencesand Humaniues
t968), 63-79,87-Iol.
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Whether history has a direction is a question of the interrelationsof
philosophicprinciplesand objectiveinterpretations.
History is an account of facts and of connectionsof facts. Historia
meant inquiry and knowledge obtained by inquiry or, sinceit wasprobably derived from a verb meaning'to see'in the perfecttense,knowledgeof what hasbeenseen.The dataof history are selectedexistentia
simples,subjectto enumeration,but the factsof history areinterpreted
complexes,statedin propositions.Data are given, but factsare made.
There is alwaysa connection in a fact, and there is alwaysa direction in
a seriesof statementsof fact. In philosophyor science,inquiry or proof
doesnot alwaysfollow t}te sameconsequences
asthe processes
it treats.
In history interpretationor accountseeksto tracethe consequence
of
occurrences;but the facts dependon choice among connections,and
facts are joined to eachother in historical consequences
only by preservingconnectionsof meaningwhich arephilosophicalconsequence
Natural history is continuous with human history and divine history.
Facts are recorded about inanimate, animate, human, and cosmic
things. Human history reflectsthis continuity: individual actionsand
socialoccurrencesmay evolvetheir meaningsand connectionsagainst
a transcendentalbackgroundof intelligibility and reality which gives
tlem an organic uniry; or against the background of an underlying
materialstructure-physical nature, human nature, 'natural law', relations of economic production-which provide them with 'elements
and'laws'; or in the contextof conditioning circumstances-biological,
political, social,cultural-which give them circumstantialparricularity;
or in an interaction of impulsions and repulsionswhich give them an
operationalschema.The report of factsin any of thesesensesconnects
data by processesand functions. The direction of history dependson
what history is about and how processes
areconceived.
History in one of its forms, treatst}re subjectsand processes
which
provide the material and structure of the cosmic myths of the agesof
man, of his origin and destiny,of the gifts of the gods, and of the
developmentof culture. Analogies are found in the seasonsof the year,
in the sequenceof binh, maturity and decline, in the four (or twentyone) empiresof the world, or in the being of the City of God (or the
freedomof the classless
society)contrastedto the becomingof the terrestrialcity (or the repressionsof the political state).This is epochal
history for it moves in ages-Hellenistic, Enlightenment, Baroque,
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characteristics
Romantic, Capitalistic-and each age has
""ifyi"g
commercial
science,
philosophy,
age.
Art,
in
the
sharedby all activities
baroque
are
in
general,
and
life,
organization, geographic exploration,
in a Baroque Age. The direction of history in epochal histories may
follow stagesof degradation from a golden age, of advancementto an
ultimate utopia, of repeatedcyclesof initiation, fuIfillment, and decay,
or of emergenceoforder from chaosunder the impulsion of reasonand
necessiry
History in another form, is about processes'not about homogeneous cultural stmcnrres, and they are connectedin lines of causalsequence, not in lines of organic transformation. The laws determining
the sequencesare taken from scienceslike physics,biology, psychology,
politics, cconomics,or military strategy; and the uniformity of human
nanrre and human actions in all nations and agestakcsthe placeof the
uniformity of charactersand processesin a people or an age' The basic
analogyon which the connectionsare conceivedis Power' not culnrre.
This is causalhistory for it moves along thin lines of causesto which
all other sequencesand causesare reduced.Thc dwelopment of a political constitution, or of a philosophy, or of trends of aesthctictastc, of
scientific speculationor of social, racial, or intellecnral intolerancecan,
thus, be explained reductively by economic interpretation. Causalhistory gives prominence to the idea of progress,for some sequencesare
cumulative or progressive.The dircction of history in causalhistorics
may be random or progressive:the causallines in transfersof political
power are necessary,but the direction is random; while the causallines
in the accumulation and application of knowledge yield a direction or'
progressin knowledge and civilization, but paradoxicalproblems in the
random use of knowledge and civility.
Epochal and causalhistories dctermine the direction of history on
pattems of reality which transcendor underlie the facts connectedin
historical sequences.A third form of history is based on denial that
history is about forms or processesassuch. History is about facts, and
the connections of facts in the sequencesof human history are established by the problems men haveencounteredand the actionsthey have
undertaken to resolve, or to avoi4 thcm. Experience,art and science
dispositions, habits, cnstoms, and institutions supplement nature and
naturd ability asinstrumentalities in the solution of problems. Human
history is the account of problem-solving and of the devclopment of
meansof solving problems. This is disciplinary history ficr it moves
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from the solution of a problem to the utilization of what has been
learned, and to the formation of new disciplines, to ttre solution of
problems which arise from the solution or failure to solve the prior
problem. Disciplinary history is used in histories of constitutions and
institutions and in histories of arts and sciences.Polybius'history of the
developmentof the Roman constitution and the peripatetic histories of
the sciencesin antiquity have been extendedto other institutions and
other disciplines in later disciplinary histories. The direction of history
in disciplinary histories opens out like a fan at eachjuncnrrc, for the
solution of a problem is not an end of the historical processbut the
opening up of new problems some of which will be treated in deliberative and purposive activities, and problems which are ignored or not
solved are likewise the sourceof new problems.
A final form of history is about acts,not facts, and the connections
of actsis in their firrce in determining the actionsof other agentsor in
their influence as models for modes of action employed. History
teachesby examplesdrawn from the actions of great men and the operations of adaptable institutions. This is exemplary history for the
hero is recognized by all mcn despite differencesin their cukures, in
their scientffic analyses,or in their problematic perspectives,and the
balancedconstitution provides for problems unanticipated in its formation; cxamplesof both heroesand institutions move from one historical context to another.Machiavelli wenr to history tnThe Priwe for
the exampleof great rulers, like Moses, Cyms, Romulus, and Theseus,
in the interest of dre unifcation of Itdy, and to the history of Livy in
TheDisnursesfor the exampleof the division of powers in the constitution of Rome in the interest of the formation of republican virrues.
The direction of history in exemplaryhistory is determined by random
interplays of externd forces until they are coordinated by the initiative
of a great man) or of a man who follows his example,or by an institution which brings powers into limitations and balancesfor productive
operation.
The direction of history is discoveredneither apri,minor empirically.
It is neither an abstract imposition nor an objective observation. It is
determined by philosophic principle and empirical fact much asphilosophy iself is, and therefore, since philosophy too has a history the
history of philosophy is one of the least ambiguous examplesof the
direction of history. In epochal histories of philosophy, later agess1mthesizethe antithesesof previous philosophers.The historical sequence
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is cumulative, and the historian of philosophy seeksto preserveand
develop in his history what was valid and eficacious in the contradictory philosophiesof earlier antagonists.The tasksof philosophy and of
the history of philosophy are fundamentally the same.In causalhistories of philosophy, the whole of knowledge was once philosophy and
the historicd sequenceis the separationof the scicncesone by on€mathematics, physics, biology, psychology, and the social sciencesfrom that whole. h *y age, including our own, philosophy is the
rernnant of problems as yet unsolved or by nanrre insoluble. The
history of philosophy is not direcdy relevant to the solution of philosophic problems. It is an account of how problems ceasedto be
philosophic when scientfficmethods were devisedfor them and of nonphilosophic reasonswhy philosophers considered meaninglessproblems and made odd or even absurd statements.In disciplinary histories
of philosophy, the sequenceof problems and of hypothesesfor their
solution is set forth. The philosopher may learn from the history of
philosophy about past mistakeswhich he might otherwise repeat unawarethat they had beenshown falscand past succcsses
which he might
otherwise fail to utilize in the formation of his own hypotheses.With
the aid of history progressmay be made in the consideration of contiroirg or evolving philosophic problems. In exemplary histories of
philosophy, the careersand achievementsof great philosophers are set
forth. They may open up the meaning and use of philosophy to a philosopher or a beginner who contemplatesthem, and they may teach
him to posehis problems better and more completelyby askinghimself
how Plato or Aristode or William of Ockham or Spinoza or Kant
would have framed them.
The exampleof the history of philosophy makesclearthat the problem of the direction of history must be consideredin rwo contexts or
orientations. Sincethe factsof history dependon the philosophic principles according to which they are formulated, questionsof the direction of history must be raisedwithin the context of a single conception
of history if they are to haveobjective meaning.To askhow the several
conceptions are related to each other is to raise questions about the
semanticsof history not about the directions of history. On the other
hand, since the data of history are subject to formulation as facts according to any of theseconceptions,history itself and historical narratives exhibit many conceptionsof history and many directions.
In the first context or orientation, the directions of history must be
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differentiated and joined to their relevantphilosophic principles. If you
are interested in the problem of time, or of the criteria of truth and
verffication, or of the grounds of moral judgment and if you seekan
accountof past treaunentsof those problems and of past discussionsof
their adequaciesand inadequacies,you will find that only in disciplinary
historics of philosophy. If you areinterestedin the evolution from scholastic to baroque conceptions of time, you may find it treated in an
epochal history which sets forth the evolution of thought from the
Middle Ages to the eighteenth cenftry. If you are interested in the
transformation of the concept of time when it wasput to scientificuse
and analysesby Galileo and Huyghens, you should go to a causalhistory of philosophy. If you are interestedin breaking from the aridities
and abstractionsof contemporary philosophies of experienceand existence, you might see inspiration in the contemplation of how great
philosophersfacedlike problems in an exemplaryhistory of philosophy.
Once you have found the answerto the particular question adapted
to your own philosophic preferencesand commitrnents, however,you
would do well to move to the secondcontext or orientation. Philosophy is an enterprisecarried out in all the philosophic formulations conceived by philosophers, and it has directions dctermined by all the objectivesproper to those formulations-to new strucnres of reality and
thought, to new truths and demonstrations,to new resolutions of old
and new problems, and to new innovations of statement and action.
Your problem in this context is not to decidewhich among thesedirections is truly the direction; your problem is to considerhow the various
movementsand directions, which philosophy is assertedto have, may
be mademore effectiveby philosophic andysis and statementbasedon
examination of their interaction on eachother assupplementaryand as
mutually reinforcing rather than as contradictory and mutually exclusive. The directions of the history of philosophy are particularizations
of the directions of history. The fruitfi,rl useof the directions of history
asmutually contradictory and mutually supplemcntary,is a particularization of philosophic problems of philosophic principles and objective
interpretations.
R. P.McKeon:
The printed version of my communication, Hat Histmy a Direainn?
PhilnsEhicalPrincEles and. Ohjeoive Interyrctntians, hx been distributed. I shall not try to oudine its contents.Instead, by way of introduc-
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tion to the problems of the direction of history I should like to discuss
three questions.In the first place,I shall explain how I cameto conceive
the 'direction'of history as I do in my paper.We are now in the third
day of our discussions,and I shall therefore explain the distinctions
which I make in my paper by applyrng them to problems which have
emerged in the last two days. In the second place, having stated the
problem of the direction of history and having distinguished it from
the problems of the philosophy of history I shall examinethe distinction benveenhistorical data and historical facts,and the strucnrreof the
distinctions which I use in treating historical facts. In the third place,I
shall state briefly some important problems of history and of philosophy which arise from theseconsiderationsand which I hope to rlrtroduce into discussion.
My first subject is the problem itself. As you know, the Organizing
Committee made a distribution of subjects.I found that it was necessary to make an adjustmentor interpretation of my assignmentwhen I
began to prepare my paper. My reason for this apparent deviation is
simple. I receivedtwo letters from the Organizing Committee, one in
English, the other in French. The letter in English statedthe problem:
'Does history have a meaningl'My immediate answerto this question
was 'No'. The letter in French stated the problem: 'L'histoire, a-t-elle
un sensf'My answerto this questionwas'Yes'.My nvo answerswere
not contradictory. They were, rather, a recognition of the problem
which we face. The problem is not either of the two questions interpreted as if they were unambiguous. If the letter in English had stated
f'I might havediscoveredthat
the problem: 'Does history havea sense
basic problem in the pun on the word'sense', but in French the mro
meaningswere perfecdy apparent.
For philosophic purposesthe nvo meaningsand the two questions
open up the basic problem of the relation betweennvo approachesto
history. My two answersto the questionswere recognition of the fundamental opposition of mro approaches.But both approachesto history have been widespreadin history and in philosophy and the relation betweenthem posesa philosophic problem which might be lost in
a clashof controversialpreferencesin which one is taken to be true and
the other false.
The first approach to history has been all but pervasivein our discussionsof the last two days. It is an approach in which la nnscienc
histwique is fundamental precisely becauseonly human deedsand ac-
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complishmentshave a history. The other approachto history has been
at least as widespread, but it has had fewer proponents among us to
defend it against the first. It is an approach in which what occurs is
viewed as events and movements, which are interpreted by human
beings and arrangedin orders appropriate to their interpretations. The
meaningswhich men associatewith events, and which influence their
actions, give history a direction which is allegedas basicfor the meanings. When I came to seethis problem of the relation of different approachesto history it seemedto me that my answerto the ambiguous
question should not be thrown into the form it would take in one or
the other of these two approaches.In other words, since I could now
seethe fashion in which history has a meaning, the philosophic problem of the meaning of history could not be treated adequatelyby li*iting my consideration of it to the approachto history which I use in
my historical studies-and which I think is most frequendy used by
English-speakinghistorians-in which history stricdy speaking,does
not have a meaning. Since I wished to make provisions for both approachesto history I called my paper, 'Does history have a directionf'
The direction of history may take the form of a direction which is interpreted into a meaning or of a direction which is alreadya meaning.
How should the problem of the relation of the meaning and the
direction of history be stated philosophically, if it is a problem which
can not be statedwithin the limitations of one set of philosophic principles or in the languageof one philosophyf If history has a direction,
it should be observablein the 'facts'of history; its discoveryshould not
dependon viewing those 'facts'according to an antecedentphilosophy
of history. Delineation of the direction ofhistory should bepropaedcuti
to the construction of structuresof narrative accouns by historians, or
structuresof disputative argument by philosophersof history for both
stmcnres have their basesin commitrnents to philosophic principles.
Two tendenciesoperate to give the direction of history a meaning; to
separateand relate them I proposed to discussthe meaning and direction of history by considering 'Philosophical Principles and Objective
Interpretations', as is indicated by the subtide appendedto the question, 'Does History have a Direction)'The perception and even the
indication of a direction depends on no appeal to philosophic principles; the presentation or account of movementsof motivated people
in directions which they observe,plan, and oppose dependson principles of selection,interpretation, and sequentialinferencewhich push
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back to philosophic principles. The objectivity of an historicd account
doesnot consistin the reproduction in statementof factsof occurrence:
historical facts no lessthan narrative accountsoffacts are selectedand
constituted; and the justification of the interpretation of what was the
caseand the account of what it was that occurred-the whether and
the what-both depend on principles.
The two approachesto history which I have detectedin our discussions are particular forms of thesetwo tendencies.In both, philosophic
principles are used to determine and to order facts. Statementof fact
and interpretation of fact may be distinguished analytically,but they are
not separat€parts ofa narrative or account; and therefore an approach
to history is usually prcsented,not asan approachto, but asthe nature
of, history. The approach is forgonen or assimilatedto the facts; the
measurebecomespart of the nature of the measured.In the opposition
ofthe approaches,eachis presentedby ia proponents asa statementof
demonstrableand inevitable facts. Thcrefore the opposition is not resolvedby interpretation but by appealto the fact. According to the one
approach, it is a fact that man is a natural being in a natural world.
Human nature is a sourceand explanationof actionsin a natural world
which is the environment of man and the setting for his actions. History is the accountofhis actionsand ofevents that affectthem or follow
from them. According to the other approach,only men have a history
and a senseof history and this reflexivity of history which limits it to
beings which perceive it, prevents the extension of 'history' from human beings, human intentions, and human realizationsto nanrral history natural frrnctions and circumstances,and natural events. If the
problem of the meaning and direction of history is to be considered,
neither ofthese approachescan be taken as natural and incvitable, for
the problem arisesfrom the relations of the nvo. The principles which
I take to be natural in my philosophical and historical sflrdiescould not
be used as the ordering principles of my inquiry
the direction of history: those principles and other principles allegedto be natural are the subject of inquiry. Other distinctions are neededto order
thc principles, methods, and interpretations of philosophies. The fundamcntal distinctions which I use for that purpose are set forth and
elaboratedin my paper.I shall not repeatwhat I said in applying them;
but an explanation of how they are derived and establishedmay make
dear their bearing on the problems we are now discussing.
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My secondsubject grows out of the statementof the problem. Two
setsof distinctions are neededto treat the problem of thc meaning and
direction of history one to relatethe data of historical experienceto the
facts of historical inquiry anothcr to distinguish the different forms of
historical i"q"ity and the kinds of facs which are discoveredand employed in eachof the forms.
History does not occur in a world of pre-existentready-madefacts,
constituted to fit metaphysical orders or epistemological forms and
ideas. History is evolved from unordered or accidentallyordered immediate experiences.Experiencesand testimoniesof experienceare the
data, the given, with which the historian begins. How does a historian
who inquires into and writes about the history of the Peloponnesia
War or the history of the French Revolution or the history of Democratic Institutions or the history of Logic placehimself with respectto
his data and with respect to other acual or possible accountsof the
processesand relations he investigatesin treating his datal If he is writing a history of the PeloponnesianWar he will sharecornmon data with
other historians of that war, but he undertakeshis history becausehe
thinl$ the data have not been treated properly, or adequatelyor uuly.
His history will treat common historical data, but present distinctive
historical facts.
Severalstepsmay be distinguishedin the evolution offacts from data
and in the differentiation of different histories of a common subject.
First, there is a common conception which identifies the historical experienceswhich are the subject of investigation and presentation.The
subject is the PeloponnesianWar. It is an ambiguous conception defined by a rough circle drawn among daa. The circle enclosesan indefinitely large number of data from which an indefinitely large number
of facts and connectionsmay be discoveredand formed. Second,each
historian makeshis selectionamong the data of the ambiguously identified subject. Data arc not facts stated in propositions, but simples
designatedor named. The data are indicated persons,places,relations,
events,concepts.They are not truths but categoricalelementsor commonplaceswhich may be used in the sratementof facts. Third, statements of fact are constnrcted from the data. Data are the materialsrelated in statements;they are presentedin statementsof alleged facts.
Data as simples, are neither tnre nor false, and the presentation of
truths about data is the transmutation of data into facts. Fourth. the
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ofoccurrencesor ofdiscourseis the jusordering offacts in sequences
tification and verification of allegationsof fact. It is only at this Point
that the direction or meaning of history emerges.
The principles of history and of philosophy are g"idi"g principles in
this transition from the ambiguously designatedcommon data of experienceto the unambiguously specifed facts of an historical account.
They are principles of exploration or manifestation,of selectionor discovery of establishmentor verification, and of coherencyor justification. The principles of philosophy account for the evolution of facts
from data, but not for the differentiation of particular histories which
treat common data by giving different accountsof different facs. To
relate two approachesto historical research,distinctions are needed
which are not distorted by commitrnent to one of the philosophies
distinguished. The differentiation of the common data of experienc
and the specific facts of accountsof occurrencesprovides such a distinction. Two histories of the PeloponnesianWar are both about the
PeloponnesianWar. But the available data relevant even to an event
long past and known through only a few surviving documens and material remains is indefinitely large, and new historians with ingenuity
will alwaysbe able to find new data and new approachesto the ambiguolls corlmon data they share with other historians of the common
subject. Different historians use different selectionsfrom the data; and
sincethe possibilities of selectionare infnite, they will sometimesstate
different facts and sometimesthe samefacts, inteqpreted in the same
way or differendy, even to the extreme possibility of two histories of
the same subject which select totally different facts. Moreover, when
they differ, the different accountsare not necessarilyin contradiction,
for a common fact interpreted differendy is no longer a single fact;
statement and denial of it are equivocal, not contradictory and it is
possiblethat both are true.
Any statementof the relation of the data of historicd experienceto
the facts of historical itqoiry and historical narration must reflect the
inescapableambiguity of 'data' and'facts', evenin meticulously precise
statements,for precisions of definition and meaning are introduced,
step by step, into inchoate materials and ambiguous statements.Our
statement of the relation began with the delimiation of a common
experiencewhich was the potential source of infinite data, proceede
to different selectionsof acnraldata by different historians, to the composition of the respectivedata of the different histories into facts and
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statementsof facts, and to the ordering of facs and statementsinto
sequencesof occurrencesand discourse. As the ambiguities are removed, it becomesincreasinglydifficult, and eventually impossible, to
expressthe distinction in philosophically neutral language.The question of meaning or direction therefore intmdes itself unavoidablyat the
fourth step when sequencesof facts and statementsare discoveredand
ordered. Ambiguity is congenial to discussionand research;precision
promotes opposition and controversy. C,onsequendy,when the common experiencewhich the different histories sharedasdata is reviewed
from the standpoint of the ordered sequenceof dre factsof a history or
the truths of a philosophy, the ambiguous corlmon data have shrunk
to the particular data selectedin the faca ofthe particular history and
its philosophy. The sameshrinking occurs in the common data which
different philosophies share: once we begin to introduce some philosophic precision into statementsabout the'common experience'investigated by different historians, we must decide what its status is and
how it should be understood and described,and we are on the edgeof
philosophic controversy.Is it a common experienceor a common series
of evcntsor a common sequenceof statementsor a corlmon strucnrre
of meaningsand valuesl
I do not ttrink that we did justice yesterdayto what Mr. Nikam said
about recorded history. History as it enters our experiencesand researchesis not a brute fact or a collection of determinatefacts. It is data
known and conceivedas a seriesofevents only becausethey are statedl
and in historical statements,of source documents or of historical accounts, facts are recordedfacts.Ifthe factsrecordedare alteredor questioned in interpretation and restatement,the changeis justified by
other record, including the record of the historian stating -his
interpretation of what took place.Whether the common elementof the
various accountsor intelpretations is a comrnon experienceor a common seriesof eventsor a common sequenceofstatements or a common
strucnre of meanings and valuesis a philosophical problem, which is
faced by both historians and philosophers.To treat it requires the second set of distinctions, not betweenthe data of experienceand the facts
stated in accounts of experience,but between the different forms of
historicd i"q"ry and the different kinds of facts that are relevant and
definitive in each.The two approachesto history which I detectedin
our discussionsmay be placedin the matrix of the four forms of history
which I construct in my paper.The four forms of history are not liter-
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ally description as a catalogueof all acnral and possiblemodel of hisa
torical i"q"ity and statement, but they are formally exhaustiveas
interpreted
matrix in which numberlessparticular approachesmay be
four
by specifying subdivisions under thc four forms. I shall use the
questions,
the
to
answers
four
forms of irislory in order to differentiate
and
what has a historyf How is the direction of history discoveredl
What is the meaning or significancegiven to historyl
in
One form of hisiory..ilo th" meaning and direction of history
phidialectical
classical
in
History
strucruresof mcanings and values.
losophies was identified with myth, and we have rediscoveredin our
time tne importance of interpreting myths to understandpast civilizations and cultures. The uansition from mythical narrative to dialecticd
of
argument is easy and natural-they are supplementarystatements
and
meanings
of
t uthsl they are homogeneousstatements
thla-.
values. In history meanings and values provide the connections and
of
perspectivcsof siquencesand synchronisms.I have called this form
.epochalhistory' becauseslmchronouseventsand purposive aciri*"ry
the
tivities sharethe common characteristicswhich define an'age', and
sequencesof history are succcssionsof ages' History and philosophy
different devicesto set fofth the samemeaningsand values:the
"m;by
history of an idea or an institution is the sameas the philo..-pL,"
,opni.a analysisof it. Hegel emphasizedthis equivalenceand made
effective historical and philosophical use of it. There have been many
modem epochalhistoriis sincethose of Hegel and Man, influencedby
them or in reaction againstthern" but there were epochalhistories before Hegel, in antiquity, the Middle Ages, and the early modem period'
The app"roachto history which makesuseof the epochalconception of
the meaning of history and historical consciousnesshas been espoused
repeatedlyit th. .o*re of our diicussions. But the dialectical equivalence of itir.ory and philosophy which seemsobvious and natural in
epochalhistory does not hold for any of the other approachcsto history. I havc questionedits extensionto history assuch,while recognizing its meaning and appropriatenessin epochalhistory'
-The
secondform or history has also been espousedor assumedin
our discussions.In this form history is a sequenceof events,of occurrences,and therefore of movcments. The causalsequencesare detcrmined by causallaws which fx the order and direction of the sequence
and the laws of motion are often stated in scienceslike politics, psychology, economics,or military science. I have called this form of his-
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tory'causal history'. Nature and human nature have important functions in causalhistory. The sequencesof human attitudes and activities
are kinds of motions, and the meaningsof history depend on ttre motions and orientations of speech and thought, including the choice
which the historian makesof the laws of motion which will govern his
account of historical occrurences.Hume's observation, that to know
how ancient Greeks or Romans actcd one has only to consider how
modern Frenchmen or Englishmen act, is an appcal to the common
laws of human nature which are unchangedfrom antiquity to the present. The motions of bodies and human bodies environing a man are
known and interpreted by the motions and associationsof ideas and
emotions in the man.
Since the casefor causalhistory has not been stated asemphatically
in our discussionsas ttre casefor epochal history let me analysetwo
examplesof this approach. Paradoxicallythe historians who have used
this form of history have stated its philosophical principles clearly,
while the philosophers who have defendedit have been clear in their
use ofhistorical data. I shall therefore choosean ancient historian and
an ancient philosopher. Thucydides saysat the end of the first book of
the PelapmnesimWar trat hc will seekto statethe real causesof the war
and that he will placethosecausesin dre context of the grounds alleged.
The underlying causes,what really happened were afected by what
men thought and said. Therefore Book One is devoted to tracing the
developmentof a unity and a community in Hellas, and after its emergenceto the developmentof the pr)wer of Hellas. But the sequcnceof
eventsis not limited to oppositions of power and thc action and reaction of forces. The Lacedaemonianswere alarmed by the growth of
power of Athens, and the speechesplay an important part in forming
the alignments, deciding on policies, and initiating thc actions which
led to hostilities. In the fifth book of the De RmrmNahrro Lucretius
gives a cultural history of the world. It begins with thc nature and
origin of the world, go€s on to the developmentof vegetablelife and
living creatures,then to man and the developmentofhis mode of living
from the solitary life of primitive man tfuough the stagesof civilization-fire, clothes, and shelter, the beginnings of languageby experimentation, the discovery of gold" the institution of govemmcnt and
laws, the origin of religion and the developmentof metals,the cuhivation of the arts and of civilization and warfare.
The third form of history has its philosophical basisin the denial of
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the forms of epochal history and the matter of causalhistory. When
Aristode abandonedthe ideas of Plato and the atoms of Democritus,
he continued to use history as an inquiry into facts. }Jis History ofAohnatsis a history; Ins CanstitationofAthens is a history of the development of the constitution and the institutions of Athens; he prefaces
many of his treatiseswith a history of the scienceand of the problems
he proposesto treat. The direction of history is fixed by the problems
men have treate4 the solutions foun4 and the further problems faced
as a result of those steps.The meaning of history is encountcredin the
present problems which have resulted from the cumulative, cyclic, or
fornritous attention given to problems and their past solutions and ensuing consequences.Common experienceincludes problematic situations. The availablemeansto solve problems, like the problems themselves,is determined by historical, social, and cultural circumstances.I
have called this form of history'disciplinary history'. Disciplinary history includes'natural history'in scienceswhich begin with an inventory
and ordering of natural facts. It includes 'constitutional' histories of
political institutions, like Aristode's Conrtitut'itn of Athens, the sixth
book of The Hi.stmiesof Polybius, Fustel de Coulangcs'History of the
Politbal.Institatians ofAncient Frawq and Maidand's Ctnxitutianal History ofEngland,.It includeshistories of the arts and sciences,which took
their origin in the peripatetic histories of biology, psychology,Poetry
and the organization of the arts and sciencesof the Hellenistic period.
It is a history of facts and functions, of problems and resolutions, of
the formation and operation of habits and institutions, of the formation
of kinds of things and kinds of associationsand the mutual adaptation
of their pars.
The fourth form of history is basedon phenomenawithout recourse
to prior metaphysicalcntities-form, matter, or essence,idea, body or
substance.The accountof history and the argumentof philosophy treat
a subject matter which is made, and thcy interpret it in the perspectiv
of the agent or the interpreter. The 'facts' of history are 'acts'-deeds
and words, fann and perba.There is a cultural history of mankind in
Plato's dialogue Protagorasin which the sophist who conceivedman as
the measwe, that is, the maker, of all things, Presentshistory as it is
made by gods and men. The facts of Protagoras' cukural history are
different from those of Lucretius' but the comnon data are the same
the origin of the world and of man is traced to the actionsof the gods
rather than to the motion of bodies, and the stagesof the acquisition
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of the arts are not presentedasthe acquisition of powers over kinds of
things and ofmotions but asthe formation of skills to satisfyneedsand
to build security.Prometheusgaveman wisdom in the arts and the art
of fire; Zeus gave him wisdom in daily life and in civil life. Men acquired religion, articulate speech,skill in inventing shelters,clothing,
and food; they also acquiredcivic aft, including the art of warfare, and
justice, temperance,and law. Rhetoric has played a prominent place in
the development of history. The disciplesof Isocrateswrote histories;
and Cicero, at the beginning of his dialogue TheLaws,makesthe transition from the discussionof political constitutions n the Republicto
the considcration of political institutions 'tn the Larysby way of a discussion of history and poetry in which he recounts the argumentsof
his friend Atticus and his brother Quintus urging him to write the
history of Rome becausehistory is closer than any other branch of
literature to oratory. I have called this form of history'exemplary history'. The exampleis the basicmethod of argumentationin deliberative
oratory. Past actions are a guide and a sourceof discoveryin planning
future actions, and the orator forms himself by following the words
and actions of great orators as models. The direction of history is determined by planning and prediction, and the meaning of history is
found in the actions undertakento achievedesiredends.
My third subject grows out of the differentiation of kinds of historical facts. If facts were given unambiguously,the problems of historical
objectivity would be problems of fining statementsto facts, and philosophicalprinciples would havea simple relation in history to objective
interpretations. But if fixed facts are formed from ambiguousdata, and
if historical accounts select a finite number of facts from the infinite
possibilities of data and justify one interpretation among nurnerous
possible interpretations, philosophic principles have a wider function
than providing the rules for matching statementsto facts,for factsmust
be determined aswell as statements,and the determination of the two
are closely interrelated. Two problems should be distinguished. Since
'facChasmany meaningsand sinceeachof the factsallegedin statement
has a like number of meanings, the different kinds of facts should be
distinguished: this is the problem of philosophic semantics.Sincewhat
is a fact and what is relevant in one form of history is dubious or false,
irrelevant or misleading, in another form of history the methods of
verification, justification, demonstration, and systematizationin history
should be examined in the light of the diversity of methods disclosed
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by philosophic semantics:this is the problem of philosophic inquiry.
The application of philosophic semanticsto the facts of history is
apparentfrom the sketch of the four forms of history. Facts are stmctures of meaningsand value; or they are motions of bodies; or they are
functions of natures and institutions; or they are actions of formation
and opposition; and eachof the four varietiesof facs may be usedin a
of them, allegationsof fact
variety of waysin historical accounts.It
-y
may be shown to be mistaken, and criteria of objectivity and truth are
availablefor use. But the facts of one form of history are not facts in
another form: their relations are not relations of contradiction or falsification but of ambiguity or irrelevance.The relations among the facts
of the different forms of history may be illustrated by an examplefrom
intellectual history. If one is interested in the history of 'time', one may
find it treated in a variety of histories of thought and culture. Epochal
historieswill sometimesinclude a presentationof the 'classical',or the
'baroque', or the 'modern' conception of time in their delineation of
the characteristicsof such ages. Causal histories sometimestrace the
evolution of the use of time in the analysisof motion and the development of instruments of precision in the measurementof time. Disciplinary histories sometimes set forth different conceptions of time,
problems presentedby each, and their resolution in new conceptions
of time with new problems. Exemplary histories sometimesset forth
the creativereadjustmentsin which a great thinker transforms, as Galileo, Newton, and Einstein did, the approachto and formulas of motion and the conceptof time. Sincephilosophicsemanticsappliesto the
ideasof philosophy as well as the facts of history a philosopher who
goes to history for factual confirmation of his ideas usually has little
difficulty in finding that the facts support him, since he takes to his
history the same philosophic semanticsas guided him in his philosoPhy.
The application of philosophic inquiry to the ideasand methods of
history has in the past openedup new perspectivesof historical itqoiry.
The problems of the meaning and direction of history today, the problems of facts and interpretations, have new dimensions and complexities which are the proper subjectsof philosophic inquiry. The multiplicities of meanings of historical fact disclosed by philosophic
semanticshave appearedin philosophic discussionin the past primarily
as a controversial opposition of schools. The cultural history of the
world has moved through these oppositions, and continuous themes
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have emergedwhich provide the common context of the disputations
and the continuous linls to the stagesof evolution and progress.The
themesare not of batdes and refutations but of meaningsand amplifications. They depend on communication rather than debate.The cultures of the world have entered into universal communication which
involves in tum contacts of the philosophies of the world, past and
present.It is not a simple opposition of cultures or of philosophies.A
pluralism of cultures and a pluralism within cultures are increasingly
apparent and operative. The simple opposition of a spiritualistic East
and a materialisticWestlosesits persuasivepower when one placesspiritualism and materialism in their context in East and West. In Greece
the voluminous writings of Democritus have all but disappearedand
we know about his materialistic philosophy from the refutations of his
adversariesand a few fragments of his works. In India the early materialistic philosophy of the Carvakassufferedthe samefate. The communication among cultures is not a clashof opposedmeaningsand values
but a broadening to world scaleof altemativesand oppositions which
had formed the philosophic basisof interpretation and motivation in
each of the major cultures. The facts of history and the directions of
accountsoffacts differ becausethey are selectionsbasedon a diversity
ofphilosophic grounds, but they are selectionsfrom common data, and
the inquiries of philosophy and of history take placein a common social
and cultural context. The ambiguous themeswhich crossfrom one sequenceto another in occurrenceand discourseand provide the continuities of problems of inquiry and discussionare possible sourcesof
insight by which to enrich our penetration into historical facts and our
relization of the possibilities of action. If the apparent oppositions of
direction and meaning in history which result from oppositions of the
forms of histories and their facts, were clarified by philosophic semantics, historical inquiry could rum to the real complementaritieswhich
are found in the pluralism of historical forms and could explore the
themesto which the various accountsare specificationsand particularizations.
R. P McKeon:
I am gratefrrl to the speakerswho havereflectedon what I havewritten.
I am gratefi:l both becausethey have suggestedideas to me and also
becausetheir remarkshave illustrated the pluralism which I havefound
in philosophical speculationsconcerning history. I want consequently
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to take advantageof both aspectsof their interventions in my reply, to
develop the ideasthey suggestand to place their criticisms in the context of my treatrnent of the direction of history. In so doing, I shall try
to rectify some of the statementsattributed to me and some of the
statementsmade in interpretation of what I have said, and I shall try to
show how the resulting distinctions are broad enough to include treatment of the issuesthat have been raised.
Firsg Mr. Van Breda has raised a question concerning degreesof
objectivity in history. I have argued that the problem of discovering
what is objective is extremely difficult, whether objectivity is sought in
scienceor in history or, finally, in philosophy. I have not, however,
advancedor defended a relativism. I have not suggestedor held that
whatever is said is necessarilytme. Data are before us, and facts can be
discoveredand establishedby methods which makeuse of criteria subject to explicit statement and rational criticism. What one seeksand
finds as a fact does not depend on one's preferences;it does however
depend on one's philosophic assumptions,and these include one's assumptions about the nanre of things and the nafllre of human actions.
Such assumptionsdirect one's attention to what is observedand noticed. The observation is guided by principles, but it is not determined
exclusivelyby principles. I have stated,and I have argued in defenseof
the statement,that there is a direction in history but ttrat direction or
meaning can neither be perceived n prini and imposed on historical
occlurencesnor be discoveredempirically and derived without assump
tions from historical occurrences.Consequendy,my reply to Mr. Van
Breda is that each of the many kinds of history which I treated under
four heads,seels objectivity in a different way. It is important that distinctions be made among different criteria of objectivity becausewhat
is objective fact in one historical account is not objective or a fact in
another: if the alleged fact is consideredat all, and it may be omitted
without mention becauseit is irrelevant, it is shown to be fantastic,
mythical, abstract,or simply untrue.
Let me run through the criteria of objectivity employed in the four
forms of history. Hegel wrote epochalhistory. In the PbilnsEhyof History, he distinguished three methods of treating history: original history reflective history and philosophical history. In philosophical history history in the true senseemergesfor the first time . The philosophy
of history is nothing but the thoughtfi.rl contemplation of history. In
causalhistory this is nonsense.History is concernedwith events and
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actionsasthey are and asthey havebeen,and any reflection or contemplation of what hashappenedmust be basedon an objective account.of
the events.In the epochal history of Hegel, objectivity is encountered
becausereason is the law of the world and things have come about
rationally in world history. The positions of many of the speakersin
our discussionhave made use of a conception of objectivity close to
Hegel's. In causal history objectivity is encountered in occurrences
justified and tested by
perceivedand observedclearly,and in sequences,
notions or laws of motion and processand of causeand effect. In disciplinary history objectivity is encountered in the discovery of facts:
natural facts in naflral history; facts of habits and institutions, second
natureswhich are sourcesof future actions, in political and social history; factsofthought and creation in intellecnral, aesthetic,and cultural
history. Objectivity is attained in disciplinary history by avoiding the
accidentaland discovering the continuing sourcesof future action. In
exemplaryhistory objectivity is the result of action. The results of the
actions of great men, of heroes,of groups of men, and of nations are
objective, and in exemplaryhistory one can leam from history by taking the accountsof past deedsasmodels to guide one's future actions.
Mr. Polin suggeststhat the four forms of history that I distinguish
arenot philosophiesof history but should be calledphilosophiesabout
history and be related to a philosophy of history. In the third part of
my oral report I argued that questionsof philosophic semanticsshould
be distinguished from questions of philosophic inquiry. From the semantic point of view, there are asmany'philosophies of history'as there
are meaningsattachedto the words'history'and'philosophy', that is,
there are as many philosophies of history as there are intelligible philosophies or defensiblehistories. My distinction of four forms of history is a semanticdifferentiation of four kinds of history basedon four
sets of broad philosophic assumptions.Philosophic inquiry is undertaken by useof one set ofphilosophic assumptions,chosenamong possible approachesto philosophic problems and, therefore, in opposition
to other possiblephilosophies. The pluralism of approachesto philosophy disclosed by philosophic semanticsusually yields controversial
oppositions among philosophiesin philosophic irq"iry. The altemative
to contrroversyin a pluralism is not synthesisbut communication or
dialogue. In controversy the assumptionsof the alternative approach
are denied and the facts supporting the assumptionsare questioned; in
discussionthe consequencesof the alternative assumptionsare exarn-
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ined for the light which they throw on factsnot consideredunder one's
own assumptions.The semanticsof philosophy and of history convinces me that no inclusive agreed-onsynthesisor milange or syncretism is possible.Ifone is engagedon causalhistory one cannot Patrse
to do a little epochalhistory of the age,a litde institutional disciplinary
history or a litde exemplary sketch of a great man for emulation. But
one can treat the facts bearing on the characterof an age,the operation
of a constitution, and the actions of influential men by breaking them
up into elementswhich fit in the causallines one tracesand which are
reducible to the causallaws which govem the sequencesof occurrence.
The semanticsof history moreover, suggeststhe answerto the question whether the forms of history should be called'philosophies of history' or 'philosophies about history'. 'Philosophy of history' has a
proper and strict senseonly in dialectical philosophy and epochalhistory. I used it in that sensewhen I sketchedHegel's philosophy of history. The other three forms of history are opposedto a philosophy of
history in the dialecticalsense.I myself am not a dialectician,and it was
for this reasonthat I dwelt on the causalform of history in which history does not have a meaning and philosophy doesnot have a separate
branch, or philosophy of history devoted to contemplation of that
meaning. Philosophy has a firnction in the other three forms of history
but they do not have philosophies of history in the dialectical sense
Whether'philosophy of history' is given other sensesapplicableto the
usesof philosophy in these forms of history or whether other expressions like 'philosophy for history' are found for them is a matter of
indifference,provided it is not assumedthat one over-riding dialectical
philosophy of history is the point of referenceand the ground of more
limited philosophies about history or that the principles of the philosophies about history can be synthesizedin one comrnon philosophy of
history. There are four forms of history not merely becauseof differencesin ways in which accountsof what has occurred are written, but
also becauseof differences in the facts and relations and sequence
which constitute the historical processeswhich the historian investigatesand recounts.Our problem is how thesedifferent setsof factsand
processeshave fitted together in the past, how they eventuatein the
present, and how they provide background for our understanding of
the ongoing world of the future.
I have alreadyreplied itt p"tt to Mr. Aubenque'saccusationof relativism in answeringMr. Van Breda'squestion about objectivity. There
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are facts, and facts are the object of inquiry; but there are many methods and devicesby which to determinewhat the facts are, and the facts
stated in any account ofan occurrenceor a subject are selectionsfrom
an indefinitely large number of facs which can be discovered,formulated, and constructedfrom the common data of inquiry. The pluralism
which I presentedis a pluralism of different conceptionsof fa6, not a
pluralism of allegations of fact indifferendy accepted as true. This
pluuralism is recognized in the words which have been used in antiqoity (pragma,facta) and in the modern languages(fait, Tatsaohe,
Tot,
Handlung, faa). A fact is something done or made.It is not something
made arbitrarily. Factshaveobjective bases,but they are determined by
active and inquiring minds. They do not exist preformed like grains in
a pile of sand. They take on their characteristicsin the processof inquiry and the facts availableto an inquirer at one time and in one set
of cultural circumstancesmay be different from those known and recognized by his predecessorsor successors.
Mr. Aubenque has askedme what the proper task of philosophy is.
My answer is based on consideration of the tasks undertaken in the
history ofphilosophy and the tasksundertaken by philosopherstoday.
Philosophy hashad and still hasmany proper tasks.I havea conception
of the proper task of philosophy basedon my conception of the principles and methods of philosophy. That is philosophy asI engagein it,
but it would seemto me improper and arrogant for me to say from
that philosophic point of view what other philosophers, particularly
those who do not sharemy philosophic orientation, should undertake
in philosophy.There havebeenmany revolutions in philosophy,including severalin the twentieth century.In myyouth, there wasa revolution
againstidealism in the United Statesand England, and the proper task
of philosophy becamesome form of realistic philosophy; and realism
merged into naturalisms, neo-positivisms, neo-scholasticisms,and lingurstic analyses.There was another revolution againstpsychologismin
which the proper task of philosophy becamephenomenology which
merged into various forms of existentialism.There have been controversies among all these tendencies,in which the opposition against
predecessorsand opponents has been that they do not engagein the
proper task of philosophy but ask meaninglessquestions.The proper
task of philosophy, it seemsto me, is not to make one conception of
the task of philosophy prevail until all philosophersshareit, but rather
to understandthe different taskswhich philosophershavemeaningflrlly
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undertaken and to treat the new problems and richer facts which
emergefrom that pluralism of inquiries.
Mr. Aubenque saysthat I propose a synthesis.The opposite is the
case.I have argued that a synthesisof diversephilosophic approache
is impossible and that even an eclecticismis impossible. All philosophers quote from other philosophers and use their predecessorsand
contemporariesin their own arguments.But positions are transformed
in restatement,favourable or unfavourable; the most devoted disciple
departsfrom the teaching of the master,and the synthesisof two positions is a third independent position even when the joining is done
with litde originality. I have argued that philosophers remain faithful
to their philosophic principles and methods, exceptwhen they contradict themselves,and that we should ttrereforeseeka clearerunderstanding of our philosophic assumptionsand those of others. We can understand the task of philosophy in that context. Instead of saying,what I
am doing is the proper task of philosophy, one may take into account
what other philosophers are doing and the 'facts'which are brought to
light by their approaches,and one may then be able to raisequestions
which one would not otherwise consider and open up the way to discussionand cooperativeirq"iry. Scientistsfrequendy make such use of
pluralism of approachesto the statement and treatrnent of problems.
The cooperativevobxneAlbm Einoein -Philasopher-Scienrarr
edited by
Paul Schilpp contains the story of a group of scientistswho differed
radically in their basic scientific and philosophic principles and who
uscd their differencesto makecrucid contributions to the development
of quantum physics.Their opposedprinciples provided altemative hypotheses.If they had conducted their discussionsin the manner of the
discussionof philosophers at the time, they would have accusedeach
other of talking nonsense.Instead they applied their opposedhypothesesto investigatethe facts and relations relevantto them. Discoveries
made according to one hypothesis could be recognizedto be true by
the proponents ofthe opposedhypothesis,but to be in need ofrestatement and reinterpretation, which in tum led to new problems and the
discovery of new facts. This is philosophic communication without
slmthesis,as opposed to philosophic controversy in the interest of establishing a synthesis.
Mr. Aubenque has raised specific questions conceming the history
of philosophy.Does the history of philosophy havea unity and a reality
in itself which imposesitself on usl Are we the creaturesof our timef
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Can we do philosophy as it was done twenty years agol Yes,we are
influenced by the history of philosophy and by the place of our times
in the history of philosophy, but there are many histories of philosophy
in every age, and every age rewrites the plural histories of philosophy
which influenced earlier ages.Many philosophers were influenced by
Plato, including his followers who called rhemselvesAcademicsor Platonists, but the history of Platonisms has a unity of pluralism which
does not impose itself on us in any one form-Platorrism is in tum a
supple dialectic, a skepticism, a neo-Plaronichierarchic metaphysics,a
dogmatism, a mysticism.The history of philosophy in which Platonism
is a strand is an even more complex pluralism. Descarteswas a creafttre
of his time, and he was influenced by the history of philosophy. He
developed a mettrod of analysis,a mathes'is
aniteralis, an analytic geometry. The history of analysisruns from Plato through Euclid, Apollonius, and Pappusto Descartes.Descartestook as his initial problem
n The Georne*yone which Pappus repofts that neither Euclid nor
Apollonius nor any one elsehad beenableto solvecompletely,and with
the solution of that problem he initiated a new branch of mathematics
which has become part of the history of scienceand of philosophy.
Descarteswas a creanrreof the seventeenthcentury, and he was a creature of the history of philosophy and mathematicsof the fourth century
B.C. to the fourth century C.E. But he was a unique creature of his
times, and if the history of philosophy has a unity and realiry they imposed themselveson him differendy than on other readersof Euclid
and Pappus.In a lesserway, we historians of philosophy are evidence
of the pluralism rather than the fixity of the history of philosophy: we
write interpretations of past philosophers primarily becausewe have
firrmed a different and new inteqpretation of their thoughts and their
times, that is, becausethe reality of the history of philosophy has imposed itself on us differendy than it hason other historians.
Mr. fuieli raisedquestionsconcerningthe relation of the conceptual
frameworks of historical reflection to the historical processitself. He
raisedthree questions about that rclation: (i) how the presentconcepts
ofthe history are brought to bear on the past concepts current and
effectivein the period treated (ii) how rhe emergenceof new concepts
of structure afects the history of the past, and (iii) how the variety of
frameworks are brought together asmodesof treating comnon historical facts.
Mr. Arieli frames his first question in Huizinga's terms, in which
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history becomesthc reflection of a present age on its own past. The
terms of the question throw it into the form of epochalhistory in which
both the present and the past have conceptual frameworks. This formulation is true only of epochalor dialecticalhistory. kt me state the
more fully. In someapproachesto
reasonsfor this and its consequences
history an historical account of a development is also an analysisand
cstablishmentof thc nature of what is developed;in other approaches
there is no relation berwecn philosophic or scientific analysisand historical invcstigation of sequencesand rclations. In epochal and exemplary history the formation of conceptsand the developmentof processesare related at all stagesof analysisand evolution, and ultimately
they are the same. In causaland disciplinary history the sequenceof
occurrencesis distinct from the strucnrre of laws cmployed in ordering
them and the assemblageof factsis distinct from the problcms encountered in them by thc inquirer.
Epochal history is basedon a dialecticalphilosophy; and the contact
of conceptual frameworks results from some form of the assimilation
which Hegel statesin the principle that reasonis the law of the world
and that what happenstakesplacerationally. Exemplaryhistory is based
on an operational philosophyl and conceptualframeworksare made,as
facts are made. Rousseauwent to history to examinethe degradations
brought about by devclopmentsin the arts and sciences;Sartre argues
that existentialism is a humanism becausewe make not only papercutters but ideas, ourselves,other minds, and the world itself. Causal
history is basedon a logistic philosophy; and conceptual frameworks
result from scientific analyseswhich are cognitive, while historical occrurenccsare the results of intentions and preferenceswhich are emotive. Bucklc goes to the physicd sciencesfor the framework of his.F/rb
tory of Civiliznion in England, and |amesHarvey Robinson goesto the
socialsciencesfor the ordering principles of TheNrw Hirtmy. Disciplinary history is based on a problematic philosophy; and conceptual
frameworks order the cornmon data of expericnceaccording to the relations establishedamong factsdeterminedfrom those data and according to the problems encounteredin examining those factsand relations
in diffcrent sciences.When Aristode wrote his natural histories in the
biological sciencesand his histories of doctrines in all the sciences,he
diffcrentiated them according to the facts of different sciencesdcrived
from the data of common or particular experienceslwhen ]anet and
Siailles wrote their Histoire dz la philnsophie-Lesproblimeset les6mles
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they ran through the history of philosophic positions on problems
rangng from those of psychology, animal life, and senseperception
through reason,memory and languageto liberty and habit.
Mr. Arieli's secondquestion is conceming the effecton the objectivity of history of using present conceptual framcworks and even new
ideasin treating what happenedin the past and in understandingwhat
wasthought of in different frameworks and without awarenessof ideas
which were to develop later in history. I have argued that many different frameworks arc used by historians in the present and that a like
plurality was operative in the past. I have therefore argued that the
dialectical philosophy of history should not be treated as if it werc a
universal philosophy or an independent reality, and I have argued that
even in epochal or dialcctical history a present and a past conceptual
framework can be synthesizedwithout distorting historical objectivity.
But the introduction of a new idea to control ideasand actions,which
had originally been conceived and carried out without benefit of that
new idea, introduces a problem of a different sort. Once the Renaissancewas named, and once it was studied as a rebirth, the concept of
the Renaissancenot only atrectedthe intcrpretation and statementof
historicd facts of the'Renaissance'but alsomade the prcceding petid
a'Middle Ages' during which actions, institutions, and thoughts were
developedwithout consciousnessof the fact, later apparent, that they
were mediaeval.There are other new concepts,which arc not merely
namesgiven to epochsor ages,and therefore adjustedto and controlled
by the historical materials to which they are applied, but which are
generalorganizing principles, like'social system'or'culture', developed
during the last cennrry or two and now applied to the study of historical materids to determine the characteristicsof societicsand cultures
centuriesor millcruria ago.
The secondquestion, like the first, is framed in the epochalmode of
history but the problem which it raisesis a problem in all four forms
of history. Irt me illustrate ways in which the problems occur by considering the history of 'culture'. I serveon the Editorial Board of the
EnEdapaed.inBritannica.One of the functions of the Editors is to point
out lacunaein the Encyclopaedia.Someyearsago I called attcntion to
the fact that there was no article in the work on culture. There was an
article on 'Civilization and Culture' written by the historian Jame
Harvcy Robinson n 1929. FIe wrote about'civilization' asa new word
and about the revolutionary effcct of the studv of civilization. which
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was not more than 50 or 60 years old. Culture was the accumulated
product of the development of civilization. Robinson's article was rebut it was supplementedby an article on
tained n the Encyclapaed.in,
'C-onceptsof Civilization and Culture', by the anthropologist David G.
Mandelbaum. According to this article all tribes or societieshave 'cultures', but civilization is a particular kind of culture. Both terms came
into their current use in the eighteenth century. The two articles did
not seemto the Editor to provide an exhaustivetreatrnent ofculture. I
wastherefore askedto do a third article on'Culture and Humanity'. Its
orientation, like the orientations of the other two, was modem, but it
found the beginnings of the terms and the discussionof culture in antiqoity and in spcculation conceming pnid"i" and,cultus and caltarn.
The three articles are not controversidly opposed; they treat different
aspectsof culture and different meanings of the word; the history of
culture has different scope,contents, and a different relation to civilization in the three approaches.
Mr. Arieli suggestsas answerto his third question that the different
frameworksof different forms of history meet in historical action itself.
I agree with him and I should likc to use his answer to restate the
ord predistinction which I havc made benveenfacts and data. It
-y
from
the
data
of
common
experi
sentation I distinguished four stages
encewith which the historian begins to the ordered facts of historical
accountsin which the problem of the direction of history is encountered for the first time . I distinguishedthesefour stepsin order to relate
the four forms of history which are distinct at the fourdr stage,to the
common beginning which they sharc. The first two steps have to do
with common data and with selecteddata; the last mro stepshave to
do with stated facts and with ordered facts. As I used the words, 'datum' and'facC haveradically different meanings.A datum is something
that can be designatedor named; it is a simple, encounteredimmediately in experience;it is neither tme nor false.A fact is what is signffied
by a true proposition. Philosophies of radically different kinds are in
remarkable agreement concerning the relation of propositions and
facts-that propositions are true or false,and that facts are signified by
true propositions. In some philosophies there are atomic faca and
atomic propositions, but in most philosophies facts are complexes.I
haveusedthe word'data'to applyto the simpleswhich areput together
in a statement of 'facC. Philosophers do not agree further about the
nature of facts or of simples. In problematic philosophies, like Aris-
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tode's, factstend to be substancesand their qualitics and functions; and
data are essences,properties, and accidents.In logistic philosophies
like Hobbes', facts tend to be occrrrrencesunderstood according to
their underlying physical laws; and data are bodies and their motions
and reactions.The data ofdialectical philosophiesare appearances,
and
the facts are truths; the data of operational philosophies are impressions, and the facts are acts. For this reasonI distinguished nvo stage
in the treatrnent of data: the potentially infinite data of common expe
rienceand the selecteddata of directed inquiry; and there aretwo stage
also in the treafinent of facts: the formulation of facts in true propositions and the ordering of facts according to the methods of the four
forms of history in the directions of history.
Mr. Spearasksparticularly for an explanation of the senseof 'causa
history'. Are not the characteristicdistinctions of causalhistory made
alsoby the other forms of history| In what senseis'cause'usedin causa
historyl What is its relation to the history of naturel
Mr. Spearis correct in his fundamental insight. The fact that I have
calledone form of history'causalhistory'does not imply that the other
forms of history do not treat causesand cannot distinguish betrvee
qlusesoperative in science,philosophy, and history. The basic charac
teristic and the defining terms of eachof ttre forms of history reappea
in othcr meanings as subordinate considerationsin the other forms.
Causalhistory is history which seeksits facts in eventswhich are ordered according to underlying laws of nature, or of causeand effect.
Causalhistory therefore traccs thin lines or chains of sequencesrat}ter
than delineating large inclusive agesor communities, or specifingfacts
and problems and their solutions, or recotrnting actsof men or groups
and their purposesand consequences.
Political histories, economic histories, military histories are causalhistories whcn they treat of a serie
of eventsselectedfrom the rise and fall of a nation or a ruler in terms
of the accumulation of political power and its employment, or the formation of economic powers of production and their direct conse
quencesand indirect manifestations,or the dcvclopment of armament
ofaggression and defenseand the use ofstratcgic and tactical devices
Causalhistory is reductive: dre history of culture is not omitted ir political or economic historics, but it is treated in terms of the social,
political and economic forces which enter into the determination of
taste and the complex of valueswhich in turn influence political and
socialinstitutions and economic production and distribution. The fun-
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damental relations of politics, economics, or military strategy which
provide the laws of causalhistory may be treated in epochal,dit iPli"ary, or exemplary history but not in the thin lines of causeand effect
which characterizecausd histories.
perhapsthe best way ro indicate theserelations and differencesis by
mcansof the history of philosophy to which Mr. Spearmade reference
in his questions.It is the characteristicof causalhistories of philosophy
to t r.i the line by which philosophy once constituted the wholc body
of sciencesfrom which the sciencesonc by one were separatedas they
attained scientific precision, while philosophy remained at each stage
the remnant of problems which wcre still unsolved or which had not
yet been treated by a scientific method. Bertrand Russell'sHistory of
WestentPhitnsEhyis such a causalhistory of philosophy. This conception of the subject matter of philosophy and of its relation to the sciencesis not sharedby *y of the other forms of history. In disciplinary
historics ofphilosophy the sciencesare separatedfrom eachother according to differencesof subjectmatter: and the basicproblems, or the
problems of principles in wery science,are philosophic. Madrematics
L one of the theoretic sciences,and the philosophy of mathematicshas
had a continuous history to which indced Russellhas made contributions. In cpochal historics of philosophy, the evolution of philosophy
is not from a broad scopein the past to a narrow rangeof problems in
the present; it is a cycle, or an advanceor a decline measuredin terms
of ideasor ideals,not in tenns of subject-mattercovcredor omitted. In
exemplaryhistories of philosophy, the evolution is in terms of perspec
tives and orientations, of arts and skills subjectto study and emulation;
the subject mafter of mathematicsmight or might not be relevant to
the actionsrecounted.
Mr. Wafil has made many critical and witty observationsconcenung
my diferentiation of four forms of history; but as he moved along in
his reflexions,I have thc impression drat he agreedwith me in the use
to which I put thc distinctions. He said that I was too andytic' but he
concededthat I made synthetic use of my analytic distinctions at the
cnd of my presentation.He argued that my andyuc tendenciesled me
to treat facts without connedions, acts' or meanings. He agreesthat
poetry is more universal and philosophic than history; but he doubts
that philosophy is more philosophic than history and I suspectthat he
would doubt that history is more philosophic than philosophy. He
disbelievesin thc simplcs which I find in thc data from which history
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begins; and he movesfrom the connectionsbetweenfacts and the connections within statementsof facts, to question the simplicity of the
data from which statementsof fact are composed.He notes that the
agesof epochalhistory are named and characteizrdafter the event; he
is convinced that disciplinary history and exemplary history are not
history properly so called;he doesnor like 'cause'or'law'as designa
tions of causalhistory but he is convinccdthat what I call causalhistory
is history in the tme sense.He closeshis reflectionsby retuming to Mr.
Van Breda'squestion about the objectivity of history and he givespoint
to his question by the exampleof Koyr6's work in the history of science
which is excellent history but is not, despite the approval which we
both expressedof causalhistory an exercisein causalhistory but an
examination of scientific problems in thc mode of disciplinary history.
These are all criticisms and reflections which I find very sympathetic,
for one makesdistinctions to use them and Mr. Wahl has used my distinctions as I had hoped they would be used. To answerhis criticisms
therefirre would be to misundcrstand thcm, and I must therefore answer his questions on a lowcr plane by defending, somewhatpedantically,the distinctions which are the basisof our agreements.
Mr. Wahl is right. I have been analytic. I have distinguished four
kinds of history and firur stagesfrom the common data of immediate
experienceto the ordered facts of historical discourse.This is an analytic schemaconstructedto distinguish the sensesin which history may
be said to have a direction or a meaning. I arrangedthe distinctions in
a matrix to facilitate the andysis. But the useof such a matrix doesnot
hypostatize meanings, or make distinctions of senseinto separation
of existence,or pigeonhole dynamic facts in static compartments. A
matrix doesnot function asa picnrre or map of a real world; it provides
a systemof possibleinterpretations of what is under discussionand of
what is the case.The matrix I have been using is fourfold: history has
a different stmcnrrc and'history'a different meaning in cachquadrant.
Among other things, each quadrant provides history with a different
direction and a different meaning. But since these are differencesof
interpretation, each kind of history and what I have said about each
kind" may be interpretcd in the meaningsof the kind. A preferencefor
cpochal history or for causalhistory may make all histories scem imperfcct forms or approximations to thc one history. Recognition of the
diversity of views men have had of 'facts'is in itself a contribution to
historical objectiviry
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Poetry is more philosophical than history in the disciplinary history
and problematic philosophy which Aristode employed when he made
the observation.But poetr)'and history are philosophy in epochalhistory and dialecticalphilosophy; concretehistory is more philosophical
than abstractphilosophy in exemplaryhistory and operational philosophy; and history is in no sensephilosophy or comparableto philosophy in causalhistory and logistic philosophy. In much the samefashion
the distinctions apply to the observationthat agesarenamed after their
occurrence,sincethe designation of agesand the sequenceof their occrurenceis proper to epochalhistory alone. Ideas oflater agesare applied in the histories of earlier occurrences,but the narrative of history
is not always an account of relations ordered in temporal sequences
My simples are analytic simples-the parts of sentences-and if they
are conceivedin this way they may be put to usefirl employmentswithout arousing ontological fears in analysing history and its direction.
'Randomness' is of importance only in the perspectivesof exemplary
history and sincefean Wahl hasno belief in exemplaryhistory randomnessneedbe of no concemto him.
Mr. Lowith, fir"lly, returns to the question of direction and meaning
in history. He saysthat my changeof tide from'the meaningof history'
to 'the direction of history'is without meaning or, if it has a meaning,
it is impossible.This is true for dialecticalepochalhistory. But, asI said
ir
oral presentation, f am not a dialectician. I expounded causal
-y in somedetail in order to make clear a philosophic approachto
history
history in which to talk about an objective meaning in historical occurrences,as dialecticiansdo, is nonsense.It is possibleto indicate a motion, to measureit accuratelyand unambiguously,and to interpret it,
so designated,in a variety of ways and give it a variety of meanings.
There is a great differencebetweensupposingthat a freely falling body
has a direction and successivepositions and accelerations,and supposing that the motion has a meaning. A causalhistorian would be interestedin presenting the successiveinterpretations which Qelils6, \styton, and Clerk Maxwell gave to the phenomenaof falling bodies, and
in the account he would treat the meaning of 'acceleration','mass','inertia', 'force', and'energy'. I made the distinction betweenepochaland
causalhistory becauseit seemsto me impoftant to include in the examination of the philosophy of history philosophieswhich give history
a meaning and philosophies which do not. Neither position is nonsense.When I write intellectual history. however. I do not use either
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the epochalor the causalform of history. Like Ko1rd, I write disciptinary history; disciplinary history like causalhistory recognizesdirections in history but finds meaningsin the intelpretarion of those directions.
Mr. Lowith reinforces his argument that direction implies meaning
by analysingthe temporal structure which he finds implicit in direction,
for he arguesthat direction implies an end and a meaning. He quotes
the passagein my paper in which I say,'The historicalsequenceis cumulative, and the historian of philosophy seeksto preserveand develop
in history what was valid and efficaciousin the contradictory philosophies of earlier antagonists.The tasksof philosophy and of the history
of philosophy are fundamentally the same.'The passageis my description of epochal histories of philosophy. It is true of epochal histories,
but it is untme and demonstrablyfalsein other forms of the history of
philosophy. In panicular, the tasksof philosophy and the tasksof the
history of philosophy are radically different in causaland disciplinary
histories of philosophy. It is not true that a processwhich has an end
has a meaning, or that all processeshave unique and determinateends.
It is not true, even, that historical accounts are all or necessarilyaccounts oftemporal sequences.
There aredisciplinaryhistories which are
accountsof fact and function, problem and resolution, and in disciplinary history there are other meaningsof 'prior' and'posterior, than those
derived from the tempord relations.
Mr. Lowith raises a second question conceming the pluralism of
approacheswhich he reducesto a relativism. My pluralism is basedon
a pluralism of facs which are objective. It is a recognition that no finite
account of an infinity of facts can be exhaustive.Mr. Lowith's account
of the meaningsof history omit the facts which I find to be the maner
of all history and he encasesother facts with meaningsgiven them by
philosophers whose principles and methods I do not accept. I can
understandepochalhistories, and I am content to read them according
to the meaningsthey assignto statementsand facs. My refirsalto take
them as trnique and exhaustiveaccountsis a result, not of relativism,
but of heuristic methods of inquiry adaptedto searchfor historical facts
in all the sensesin which factshaveoccurred and havebeenrecognized.
The opposite of pluralism is not the presentation of one accor,rntor
interpretation as necessarilytme and inclusive. I cannot imagine what
the true perspectiveof the history of philosophy is or could be. I have
encountered a number of statementsof the true perspectivein the
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courseof the history of philosophy, but they have all tumed out to be
falseor incomplete. The recognition of the regularity of the processby
which certainties have become doubtfi,rl is not an argument for or a
statement of relativism. Facts must be discoveredl allegationsof fact
must be tested and controlled; the processof historical inquiry even
into facts long past, is continuous and open-ended.I hope that by the
cooperation of scholarsand philosopherswe shall be able to construct
more reliable and more comprehensiveaccountsof historical occurrence,and I hope that by devicessuch aswe are now using we shall be
able to establishcommunication among different approachesand turn
from controversial oppositions to philosophic discussionsin the phi
losophy of history.
Mr. Lowith's final question is concerning communication among
philosophies of history and betweenhistory and philosophy. He states
the question, however, by attributing to me a statementthat philosophy and history are homogeneous.As I have alreadypointed out, this
statementwas part of my description of epochalhistory and I do not
hold it to be true in my own philosophy of history. In the final pages
of my paper and in the final paragraphsof my oral presentationI discussedthe present situation in philosophic semanticsand in philosophic inquiry: semanticallywe are coming to recognize the plurality
of meaningsand approachesin philosophy; in philosophic inquiry it is
necessaryto commit oneself to one of the methods of philosophy distinguished in semantics,but it is possiblethat the tendency to philosophical opposition may yreld to philosophic discussion and understanding of differences.That understandingof differencesneed not be
a synthesisin the manner of a dialectical philosophy of history. My
exposition of semanticsand inquiry was in the disciplinary mode, but
it could be restatedin different terms and meaningsin accordancewith
the epochal, causal,and exemplaryforms of history.
I am convinced that there are true approachesto history that there
can be agreementon factsdespitedifferencesof method, and that there
are ways of doing history which take into account the variety of ways
of approaching and interpreting data and facts. If what I have said is
correct, we must learn the semanticsof the variety of meanings,and we
must guide the methods of inquiry in waysthat take into accountother
methods and their results.Philosophersand historians havebeenrefuting eachother sincethe beginnings of philosophy and of recordedhistory. We shall begin to listen to each other, not by translating state-
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ments into the errors that they would be if they were given the
meanings we attach to words and facts, but by reconstructing their
proper meanings.If, instead of opposing our positions in controversy
we used the opposed principles to which we adhereas hypothesesfor
the discoveryof factswhich might be supplementedby factsdiscovered
by the opposedhypothesis,new progresscould be made in the discovery and interpretation of historical facts.We shall not, I hope, carry our
efiorts to convert each other to our forms of thinking to the point of
securingagreementon a single monolithic philosophy. Instead we shall
concentrateon facts and relations of facts, rather than on intentions
and imputed meanings,and we shall test other allegationsof facs and,
if they nrrn out to be facts, fit them into the facts we have establishe
and interpreted; and we shall go on, aswe havein the past,eachwriting
his own mode of philosophy and his own form of history but in a new
fashion which may have a cumulative effectand contribute to the progress of truth without distortion of objective facts or deparnrre from
testabletruths.

